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	Written for those who want to develop their knowledge of requirements engineering process, whether practitioners or students.


	Using the latest research and driven by practical experience from industry, Requirements Engineering gives useful hints to practitioners on how to write and structure requirements.  It explains the importance of Systems Engineering and the creation of effective solutions to problems.  It describes the underlying representations used in system modeling and introduces the UML2, and considers the relationship between requirements and modeling.  Covering a generic multi-layer requirements process, the book discusses the key elements of effective requirements management.  The latest version of DOORS (Version 7) - a software tool which serves as an enabler of a requirements management process - is also introduced to the reader here.


	Additional material and links are available at: http://www.requirementsengineering.info
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Designing Mobile InterfacesO'Reilly, 2011

	
		With hundreds of thousands of mobile applications available today, your app has to capture users immediately. This book provides practical techniques to help you catch—and keep—their attention. You’ll learn core principles for designing effective user interfaces, along with a set of common patterns for interaction...
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Internationalizing the Curriculum in Organizational PsychologySpringer, 2013

	This book assembles state-of-the-art thinking on the internationalization of the curriculum of training centers in I/O and Work Psychology. The experts contributing chapters share their thoughts on the knowledge and skills that students must master in the 21st century, as well as their research on how we can develop students to be globally...
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Developing WMI Solutions: A Guide to Windows Management InstrumentationAddison Wesley, 2002
"Craig and Gwyn bring their insight and experience with WMI to explain how easy it is to write powerful management applications through WMI on the .NET platform."

—Andy Cheung, Microsoft WMI Test Engineer

Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) is an impressive technology that provides, for the first time, an...
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Creative Wedding Album Design with Adobe Photoshop: Step-by-Step Techniques for Professional Digital PhotographersAmherst Media, 2009

	
		Pairing photographic creativity with digital-manipulation techniques, this unique manual teaches the use of Photoshop® to design artful, distinctive, and compelling wedding albums. Showing that the artistic process need not stop at the click of the shutter, the steps for album creation are detailed—reviewing the images,...
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Cracking Codes with Python: An Introduction to Building and Breaking CiphersNo Starch Press, 2018

	Learn how to program in Python while making and breaking ciphers—algorithms used to create and send secret messages! 

	

	After a crash course in Python programming basics, you’ll learn to make, test, and hack programs that encrypt text with classical ciphers like the transposition cipher and Vigenère...
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Effective GUI Testing Automation: Developing an  Automated GUI Testing ToolSybex, 2004
Have you tried using an "automated" GUI testing tool, only to find     that you spent most of your time configuring, adjusting, and directing     it?
     
     This book presents a sensible and highly effective alternative: it     teaches you to build and use your own truly automated tool. The procedure     you'll learn is...
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